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ANTONIO VIVALDI 
(1678-1741) 

CONCERTI aus/from: 
II Cimento dell’Armonia e 
dell’Inventione op. 8 

LE QUATTRO STAGIONE 
Die Vier Jahreszeiten 
The four seasons 

LA PRIMAVERA 
Der Friihling • Spring 
Concerto No. 1 (RV 269) E-dur/E major 
0 Allegro [3:26] 
0 Largo [2:13] 
0 Allegro (Danza pastorale) [3:42] 

LESTATE 
Der Sommer • Summer 
Concerto No. 2 (RV 315) g-moll/G minor 
E Allegro non molto - Allegro [6:22] 
0 Adagio - Presto - Adagio [2:58] 
0 Presto (Tempo impoetuoso d’estate) [2:46] 

LAUTUNNO 
Der Herbst • Autumn 
Concerto No. 3 (RV 293) F-Dur/F major 
0 Allegro [5:18] 
0 Adagio molto [4:17] 
0 Allegro (La caccia) [3:21] 

L’INVERNO 
Der Winter • Winter 
Concerto No. 4 (RV 297) f-moll/F minor 
0 Allegro non molto [3:26] 
0 Largo [1:52] 
0 Allegro [3:03] 

IL PIACERE 
Das Vergniigen • Pleasure 
Concerto No. 6 (RV 180) C-dur/C major 
0 Allegro non molto [2:58] 
0 Largo [2:35] 
0 Allegro [2:48] 

LA TEMPESTA DI MARE 
Der Seesturm • A Storm at Sea 
Concerto No. 5 (RV 253) Es-dur/E flat major 
0 Presto - Adagio - Presto [2:50] 
0 Largo [2:50] 
0 Presto [3:38] 

Sonnetti Dimostrativi 
Descriptive Sonnets to the “Four Seasons” 
0 LA PRIMAVERA [ 1:04] 
0 L’ESTATE [1.08] 
0 L’AUTUNNO [0:59] 
M L’INVERNO [1:07] 

Total Time: 66:03 
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FREIBURGER BAROCKORCHESTER 
Dir.: Gottfried von der Goltz 
THE HARP CONSORT 
Dir.: Andrew Lawrence-King 

Violino Solo: 
* Gottfried von der Goitz (Matthias Albanus, Bozen 1695) 

Violini I: 
Daniela Teichmanis (Johann Georg Thir, Wien ca. 1760) 
Brian Dean (Gasparo de Salo, Brescia ca. 1548) 
Brigitte Taubl (Martin-Leopold Widhalm, 

' Niirnberg 1778) 

Violini II: 
Anne-Katharina Schreiber (Anon., Mittenwald 
18. Jh./cent.) 
Pieter Affourtit (Anon., Tirol 1672) 
Martina Graulich (Leopold Widhalm, 1792) 
Beatrix Hiilsemann (Gabriel David Buchstetter, 
Regensburg 1760) 

Viole: 
Christian Goosses (Joseph Albanus, Bozen 1710) 
Annette Schmidt (Andreas Jais, Fussen 1720) 
Wolfgang Rings (Jannes Carolus Krichbaum, Prag 1769) 

BASSO CONTINUO: 

Violoncello: 
Guido Larisch (Tilman Muthesius 1995, 
nach/after H. & A. Amati 1617) 
Kristin von der Goltz (Leopold Widhalm, Niirnberg 1785) 

Violone: 
, Hille Perl (Georg Aman, Augsburg 1713) 

Violo da gamba: 
Hille Perl (Ingo Muthesius, 1978, 
nach /after Joachim Tielke 1701) 

Lirone (lira): 
Hille Perl (Norman Myall, 1986, 
nach/after Antonius Brensius, 1592) 

Cotrabasso: 
Love Persson (Anon., Italien 17. Jh./cent.) 

Leuto: (Baroque lute) 
Lee Santana (Andreas von Holst, 1989) 

Cetra (cittern): 
Lee Santana (Peter Forrester, 1985) 
Paul O’Dette (Peter Forrester, 1996) 
Arciliuto: (archlute) 
Paul O’Dette (Andrew Rutherford, 1984, 
nach/after Venere) 

Chitarra (guitar): 
Paul O’Dette (Chitarra alia spanola; Robert Mavranac, 
Ontario 1985, nach/after Andreas Ott) 
Pat O’Brien (Michael Schreiner, Toronto 1996) 
Thomas Ihlenfeldt (Ivo Magherini, 1996) 

Tiorba (theorbo): 
Thomas Ihlenfeldt (Martin Weghaus, 1987) 

Cetarone: (arch-cittern) 
Pat O’Brien (Christopher Stetson, Boston 1982) 

Clavicembalo: (harpsichord) 
Torsten Johann 
Andrew Lawrence-King 
(Matthias Griewisch, 1993, nach italienischen 
Vorbildern/after Italian models) 

Organo legno: 
Torsten Johann (Bernhard Fleig, Basel 1986) 

Regale: 
Torsten Johann (Bernhard Fleig, Basel) 

Arpa doppia: (harp) 
Andrew Lawrence-King (Simon Capp, 1992, 
nach italienischen Vorbildern/after Italian models) 

Arpanetta: (Psaltery) 
Andrew Lawrence-King (Colin Booth, 1984) 

® + © 1997 BMG CLASSICS 
Executive producer: Wolfgang Stengel 
A+R Direction: Nicola Kremer 
Recording supervision & editing: John Hadden 
Recorded: 10-14 December 1996, 
Maximilianpark Hamm (Germany) 
Design: Manuela Stadter Ft 
Text editing: Dr. Jens Markowsky - 
All rights reserved classics 
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As early as 1740 Johann Adolph Scheibe 
noted in his periodical Der Critische 

Musikus: “Who does not know the Four 
Seasons of Vivaldi”, and to the present day 
the four concertos published by Antonio 
Vivaldi under the title Le quattro stagioni 
are by far the most popular works by the 
composer. Although Vivaldi wrote a 
wealth of important vocal works and 
although opera occupies a central place in 
his total oeuvre, his European fame rests 
(and rested even during his lifetime) upon 
his numerous instrumental compositions, 
of which some circulated in manuscript, 
while others were known in widespread 
and much-admired published versions. The 
collection of the twelve opus 3 concertos, 
published by Vivaldi under the title L’estro 
armonico (“the harmonic impulse”) in 
1712, are a milestone in the development 
of the Baroque concerto, as we can well 
see from the large number of imitations 
and arrangements (some by Johann 
Sebastian Bach) which they inspired. 
Vivaldi’s first concerto collections up to 
opus 7 appeared within the space of a few 
years, then there was a long break until 
1725 and the publication of opus 8, a new 
collection of twelve concertos to which 
Vivaldi gave the enigmatic title II cimento 
dell’armonia e deU’invenzione. “Cimento” 
stands for an ordeal, challenge or contest, 
and the term “armonia” is ambiguous too, 
because it may refer to harmony in the 
technical sense or to the harmonious 
accord of all the parts in a composition 
and thus to the musical work as a whole; 

“invenzione” for its part means an invention 
or idea. Where the four “seasonal” 
concertos are concerned it is reasonable to 
apply the title to the conflict they display 
between order (armonia) and imagination 
(invenzione). 
In the “Four Seasons”, as in the other 
concertos of opus 8, Vivaldi breaks new 
ground in exploring the potential of the 
Baroque solo concerto, whose design and 
ascendancy he was substantially influential 
in realizing with his previous works. The 
Baroque concerto movement is 
characterized by the alternation of tutti 
ritornellos with episodes showing off one 
or more soloists. Recurring in various keys, 
the ritornello forms the concerto 
movement’s formal backbone. Vivaldi 
pursues this model in the concertos of 
opus 8, sometimes in close adherence to 
the model he has himself created as in La 
Primavera and L’Autunno, sometimes only 
in the form of a vague suggestion of the 
model. But what most distinguishes the 
“Four Seasons” and La tempesta di mare 
and II piacere, also in opus 8, from their 
predecessors is their linkage of the 
concerto form with programmatic ideas 
detailed by Vivaldi for the Quattro stagioni 
in a Sonetto Dimostrativo, an “descriptive 
sonnet”, preceding each season’s concerto. 
The “challenging inventions” to which the 
collection’s title refers were not understood 
in isolation in the 18th century but 
required explanation. Unlike vocal music, 
whose text conveys the music’s message, 
instrumental music normally had no words 
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of explanation and was often intended as 
pleasant “sounds to titillate the ear” without 
deeper meaning. This is how many a 
Vivaldi concerto is to be heard: as 
delightful, marvellous music from a master 
craftsman. The concertos of opus 8, 

4 particularly the “Four Seasons”, now set out 
to be more than mere entertainment, with 
Vivaldi hazarding a richness of expression 
which could have hardly gained legitimacy 
with his contemporaries without a 
programme communicating its meaning. 

The very first movement of La Primavera 
shows how ingeniously Vivaldi welds into 
a whole the formal structure of the 
concerto writing and his underlying 
programme. “Giunt’e la Primavera” 
(“spring has come”) is the explanation of 
the opening ritornello. The arrival of spring 
cannot be depicted in sound, and so 
Vivaldi composes a dancing movement 
portraying the emotion of festive joy - joy 
at the arrival of spring. (Some years later 
Vivaldi used the same music in his opera 
Giustino to introduce the goddess 
Fortuna.) The first solo episode is a 
“concert of the birds” given by three violins 
(“and the birds greet it with happy song”), 
followed by a summary of the ritornello. 
The second episode follows with a portrait 
in sound of babbling brooks, albeit without 
a prominent appearance from the soloist, 
who reappears in the next episode 
representing a spring thunder-storm. More 
strongly than before, the virtuoso element 
typical of solo episodes here appears in the 
interests of program-matic clarity. After a 

short repetition of the ritornello the 
“concert of birds” returns, now varied to 
take account of the forces unleashed by 
nature, and finally a full ritornello closes 
the movement. 

Vivaldi does not pursue a formal design 
so clearly founded on the conventions of 
concerto writing in all the movements of 
his “Four Seasons”. It is to be observed in 
“Autumn” as well as “Spring” that is to 
say in the two concertos portraying the 
“temperate” seasons. The harsher 
characters of Summer and Winter require 
an approach to music which appears more 
daring both in form and in harmony. The 
principle of ritornello structure is obscured 
in the first movement of the “Summer” 
concerto, for instance, by the principle of 
constant change of tempo which continues 
to dominate the second movement, while 
Vivaldi makes a musical connection with a 
“thunder” motif, recurring in each 
movement, which accords with the story 
being presented. Vivaldi goes even farther 
in “Winter”, the final movement of which 
positively throws the ritornello principle 
out of the window. 

The tonal depiction of natural events is 
only one of the things which go to make 
up the “Four Seasons”, however, for music 
is powerless to illustrate much of what the 
sonnets tell, such as the cosy feeling of 
sitting at a warm hearth in winter. Here as 
in other slow movements, Vivaldi captures 
mood and emotion in cantabile melodies 
modelled on opera music. The slow 
movements in particular are shaped like 
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arias, in which the solo violin seems to 
assume a wordless vocal part, while the 
other instruments retreat into an 
accompanying role or, rather, supply a 
running commentary to the soloist’s song 
as in the second movement of La 
Primavera, in which the two tutti violins 
illustrate the rustling of the leaves, while 
the viola (playing “loudly and raggedly” 
according to Vivaldi’s instructions) imitates 
a dog’s barking in a sort of natural 
counterpoint. This barking penetrates the 
idyll being described, making it seem 
threatened or at least endangered. We find 
an ambiguity of this sort at countless 
places in the “Four Seasons”, notably 
when in the closing movement of La 
Primavera the joyful dance suddenly goes 
into a minor key, nearly losing its 
character, or when in “Autumn” the 
drunken revellers fall into a sleep that 
seems anything but the sonnet’s promised 
“dolcissimo”. Once again Vivaldi 
transposes a type of operatic scene, the 
“sleep scene” so well loved since the mid- 
17th-century Venetian opera, into the 
instrumental domain, replacing connected 
cantilenas by tense erratic chord sequences 
that are far from “sweet” and remind us 
that many such “sonno” compositions refer 
to “fantasmi”, ghosts. The threat lurking 
half in the background in “Spring” and 
“Autumn” comes out into the open in 
“Summer” with its storms and in “Winter” 
with its inhospitable temperatures, making 
the teeth chatter audibly. But it is part of 
this cycle’s wonderful programmatic 

alternation that, just as the idyll reveals a 
threat, so nature’s harsher forces show 
their friendlier side, and the explanatory 
verse to the closing movement of L’invemo 
sums this up: “This is winter, but oh, what 
joy it brings.” 

Thomas Seedorf 

Armonia ed Invenzione 
Is there anything left to be said about the 
“Four Seasons” that has not already been 
said, does not everybody have the tunes of 
this popular work in their head? 

It has long been the aim of all instru¬ 
mentalists to imitate the human voice and 
there is scarcely an instrumental work so 
well-suited to such a venture as Vivaldi’s 
“Le quattro stagioni”. The conditions are 
set by the composer in person: the “sonetti 
dimostrativi”, probably written by Vivaldi 
himself, and many performing instructions 
written straight into the part-books provide 
a kind of “libretto”. 

It is our aim to present these wonderful 
concertos from the tradition of vocal music: 
as a kind of “instrumental cantata” inspired 
by Vivaldi’s operatic world. The “contest” 
derived from the work’s title is to be under¬ 
stood as an alternating and constant anima¬ 
tion of the emotions immanent in the works. 

To give this wealth of “invenzione” its 
“harmonious” sheen and its captivating 
atmosphere, we decided to invite the Harp 
Consort to join us; this specialist ensemble 
has particular experience and shows great 
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willingness to experiment in this field. Its 
director, Andrew Lawrence-King, 
responded to the idea of such a version 
with spontaneous enthusiasm. 

Gottfried von der Goltz 
Translations: Janet & Michael Berridge 

The Consort in the Continuo - 
An improvising orchestra 
The fore-runner of the Baroque orchestra 
was the renaissance violin band, which 
emerged in the sixteenth century as part of 
a general process of creating families or 
“consorts” of similar instruments. Different 
sizes of violin, violas and “bass violins” 
formed the violin band: treble, tenor and 
bass viols formed the viol consort. There 
were also consorts of wind instruments and 
plucked strings: lute quartets, guitar 
ensembles and consorts of harps. These 
homogenous consorts were extended 
downwards from the treble member of the 
family (violin, lute or lira) to very large 
instruments, playing in the extreme bass 
register (violone, chitarrone, lirone). In 
Italian, the -one suffix means “large”. 

Each “family group” was associated with 
a particular genre of music, and 
there was something close to a social 
hierarchy between the various consorts. 
The aristocrats of the renaissance were the 
lira, lute and viola da gamba. The violin, on 
the other hand, was at first considered only 
worthy to play low-style repertoire in the 
dance-band. The harpsichord similarly was 

associated particularly with dance music, 
whereas the organ played serious music 
both sacred and secular, and the regal was 
irredeemably linked to scenes of Hell and 
monstrous terror. The harp played love- 
songs and laments, but could also join the 
dance-band in pastoral measures. In 
iconography of the period, the harp is 
depicted as the attribute of the 
personification of Pleasure, II Piacere. 

The rasgueado strumming of the Span¬ 
ish guitar evoked the unbridled passions of 
the new South American dances - 
sarabandas, chaconas, passacalles - but its 
soft punteado plucking blended with the 
harp in amourous serenades. The wire- 
strung instruments, cittern, bandora and the 
like, were to popular music what the lute 
and harp were to art-music: soloists, 
members of the consort, and (especially for 
the larger instruments) accompanists for 
vocal and instrumental solos. 

During the seventeenth century, a new 
Italian fashion for exotic combinations of 
instruments was exported throughout 
Europe. These “Exquisite Consorts” mixed 
noble and popular instruments, plucked 
and bowed strings, gut- and metal-strung 
instruments, in a never-ending search for 
new tone-colours. During the same period, 
the violin band escaped its humble origins 
and was expanded into the Baroque string 
orchestra, with a repertoire that extended 
from high-style art-music in odes and 
anthems, to noble dances in masques and 
operas. In dramatic entertainments, wind 
bands and violin bands also played for 
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character dances and grotesque parodies of 
witches and monsters, whereas the lutes, 
viols and harp accompanied the singers. 
Thus by Purcell’s time, the English King 
Charles II had established two court 
ensembles: the homogenous orchestra of 
the 24 violins and a colourful assembly of 
plucked and bowed strings, keyboards and 
singers, the Consorte. 

In Baroque operas and cantatas, the bass 
instruments of the Consorte were readily 
adopted for the new practice of continuo 
playing, in which each musician 
improvised a complete part for his particu¬ 
lar instrument from a simple bass-line. As 
can be seen from obbligato solos in 
operas, cantatas and oratorios, the various 
consort instruments kept their former 
associations with elevated, lyrical, festive, 
pastoral or grotesque styles - with Or¬ 
pheus, Amore, Bacchus, Pan or Pluto 
respectively. The keyboard instruments 
came to be regarded as the basic 
foundation of the continuo band, but the 
expressive instruments were particularly 
valued for their distinctive colours and 
suppleness in accompanying singers. 

By Vivaldi’s time, most Italian lutenists 
were playing the arciliuto, but there were 
also a number of German lute-players in 
Italy, with theorboed-lutes in d-minor 
tuning. Just as the noble, gut-strung lute 
was contrasted with the rustic, wire-strung 
cittern or cetra, so the gut-strung harp, the 
arpa doppia, also had a wire-strung 
relation, the arpanetta, a baroque de¬ 
scendant of the renaissance psaltery. 

Our approach to Vivaldi’s “Four Seasons” 
draws on this strong historical tradition of 
the improvising orchestra of the continuo, 
in which the varied sounds of the Consorte 
complement the homogeneity of the 
strings. Conventional concerto-form relies 
on the contrast between the instrumental 
soloists of the concertino and the full 
orchestral sound of the ripieno, but the 
sonnet texts and programmatic descriptions 
of Vivaldi’s “Seasons” invite us to consider 
the continuo instruments as if they were 
accompanying singers in a dramatic 
cantata. The “consort in the continuo”, with 
its wide range of dynamics and tone- 
colours, responds to the delicacy of the 
concertino or the majesty of the ripieno and 
paints a musical stage-set for the various 
scenes of Vivaldi’s drama, each instrument 
characterising its role by its particular 
sound and by its ancient associations. 

Andrew Lawrence-King 

Gottfried von der Goltz who as artistic 
director of the Freiburg Baroque Orchestra 
directs concerts and CD recordings from 
the leader’s desk, took early lessons from his 
father and from Ramy Shevelov in Hanover 
before completing his education at the 
famous Juilliard School in New York and 
with Rainer Kussmaul at the Freiburg 
Musikhochschule. At the age of 21 Gottfried 
von der Goltz joined the NDR Symphony 
Orchestra in Hamburg. Two years later he 
decided against a secure position in a 
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symphony orchestra and for the artistically 
challenging work with the FBO. 

Today von der Goltz has one of the highest 
profiles of all international virtuosos on the 
Baroque violin. He has also established 
himself as a sought-after educationalist. 
Since 1997 he has been professor for 
Baroque violin at the Staatliche 
Hochschule fur Musik in Wurzburg. 

The success of CDs made with the 
Apponyi Quartet and the FBO underlines 
his exceptional status as an instrumentalist. 
In his work with the FBO he concentrates 
on the large range of music for chamber 
orchestra from the time before Bach to the 
early Romantic era. 

The Freiburg Baroque Orchestra has 
played its way “into the top ranks of 
international ensembles” (to quote the 
newspaper Die Welt) in recent years. 

The musicians, who all perform on 
period instruments do not see “historical 
performance practice” as something limited 
to questions of the instruments used; it 
primarily means a renewed search for 
significance and content of a work in its 
historic context. Of course, such questions 
are never-ending when it comes to works of 
the I7th and I8th centuries. Other genres, 
ranging from chamber music through 
symphonic works of the Classical and 
Romantic period to contemporary 
compositions, also have their fixed place in 
the orchestra’s repertoire. Gottfried von der 
Goltz is the orchestra’s leader, while the 
FBO, following many years of successful 

work with Thomas Hengelbrock, is playing 
oratorios, operas and symphonic works 
under the baton of various internationally 
celebrated conductors. Under the name 
Freiburg Baroque Orchestra Consort the 
ensemble also gives chamber concerts. The 
FBO, by way of artistic corepresentation 
seeks to give each musician the greatest 
possible individual responsibility within the 
ensemble’s overall work. 

Since its first performances in autumn 
1987 the FBO has regularly given 
concerts in the musical centres of 
Germany and Europe and has been a 
guest at numerous important festivals. 
Tours further afield have taken the 
orchestra to South-East Asia, Israel, south¬ 
eastern Europe and the USA. 

The orchestra has also participated in 
various opera productions, including the 
Handel Festival in Gottingen, the Semper 
Oper in Dresden, the Music Festival at 
Potsdam-Sanssouci, the Schwetzingen 
Music Festival and the Berlin Staatsoper 
Unter den Linden. 

In addition to its concert and opera 
activities, the ensemble has made numer¬ 
ous CD recordings of orchestral works, 
chamber music and operas which have 
been acclaimed by the music press and 
have received several awards (Diapason 
d’Or, Gramophone Award 1996, Classic 
CD Award 1997). 

Andrew Lawrence-King 
An imaginative and virtuosic harp soloist 
and a uniquely versatile continuo-player, 
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Andrew Lawrence-King is recognised as 
one of the world’s leading Early Music 
artists. His musical career began as Head 
Chorister at the Cathedral and Parish 
Church of St Peter Port Guernsey, 
whence he won an Organ Scholarship to 
Cambridge, completing his studies at the 
London Early Music Centre. He rapidly es¬ 
tablished himself as continuo-player to 
Europe’s foremost specialist ensembles 
and in 1988 founded and co-directed the 
continuo-group Tragicomedia. He joined 
Jordi Savall’s Hesperion XX as harp solo¬ 
ist, and was appointed Professor of Harp 
and Continuo at the Akademie fur Alte 
Musik, Bremen. In 1994, Andrew 
Lawrence-King formed his own ensemble, 
The Harp Consort, beginning an 
association with DHM which continues 
with the first in a series of solo albums, La 
Harpe Royale. He now divides his time 
between solo recitals, tours with The Harp 
Consort, and appearances as guest 
director for orchestras, choirs and Baroque 
operas throughout Europe and 
Scandinavia. Andrew Lawrence-King 
recently gained the Royal Yachting 
Association’s coveted Yachtmaster 
certificate, and spends most of his free time 
aboard his boat, “Continuo”. 

The Harp Consort 
The Harp Consort is a group of musicians 
who specialise in improvisation within the 
various styles of baroque, renaissance and 
medieval music, bringing together a team 
of internationally acclaimed soloists to 

create a rich variety of timbres. Like the 
17th century Consorte, The Harp Consort 
is formed around the accompanying 
instruments of the basso continuo, combin¬ 
ing the spontaneity of improvisation with 
careful attention to the particular colours 
of each repertoire. The Harp Consort’s 
repertoire ranges from solo songs to 
baroque opera, from medieval drama to 
new music for early instruments, from the 
delicacy of instrumental chamber music to 
the exuberance of Irish dance. The 
ensemble’s debut CD Luz y Norte (17th 
century dance-music from Spain, 
Italy, South America and Africa) was 
released on DHM in 1995. Since then the 
ensemble has released recordings of 
Baroque Irish music, Carolan’s Harp and 
of concertos by Bach, Handel and Vivaldi, 
Italian Concerto. Forthcoming recordings 
include the medieval Play of Daniel and 
the first New World opera, La purpura de 
la rosa. A busy touring schedule takes 
Andrew Lawrence-King and The Harp 
Consort to Paris, Helsinki, Madrid, to Early 
Music Festivals in Utrecht, Boston and 
Berkeley and to Finland’s Kuhmo Festival, 
as well as to Tokyo’s Casals Hall, the 
Sydney Opera House, London’s Wigmore 
Hall and the Berlin Philharmonic. 
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Gottfried von der Goltz 

Photos: Marco Borggreue 
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Wdhrend der Aufnahme 

Photos made during the 
recording sessions 

Photos: Marco Borggreue 
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'eJonctto 2)zmcv tr'aiwvo 

Sopra il Concerto ^Pututa/ato 

dPOi. &l*C^CO> tCOloC 

del SiGfeD. Antonio \5valdi 

A Cdunb’d la CPrimaoera cJdtoeettL 
Jd Saintonjl'~digei con. licto carta, 

Et^onb. alia Spirar da ' Zcffurettu 
Con. dolce mormorio J.comma intaivtc 

~Vonpon. coprvndo /aer di non} aenascto 
£ S. tempi., e tuom aoL asvnwndarla detbi 

^otdc tacerulo ^uestli,^pl dupeMettu; 
'Soman,'Ji muon allor Comoro iruanta. 

B 

C 

D 

E 

r £ juisicLi Sud^ierito asnonc- prate 
dl lWo mormorio dijiondr o piante 
S^omia ’ l Coprar collide can a lata . 

^ 9)I pastoral Zampopna al duon-Jestunbe 
2)asueanddu^e c Sartor ncl tetto arnato 
92)1 prlsnanrera all'apparir brillartx . 

Descriptive Sonnet to the concerto entitled 

The Spring 
by Don Antonio Vivaldi 

(1st mvt) 
Spring is come and festively 
the birds greet it with happy song. 
The streams, blown by the West wind, 
flow by with gentle murmur. 

There come, covering the sky with black cloak, 
lightning and thunder chosen to usher in the spring, 
but when they fall silent, the little birds 
return again to their tuneful singing. 

(2nd mvt) 
And then on the sweet blossoming meadow 
to the lovely murmur of leaf and plant 
the goatherd sleeps with his faithful dog at his side. 

(3rd mvt) 
To the festal sound of the pastoral bagpipes 
nymphs and shepherds dance in their beloved home 
to the glorious appearance of the spring. 

s€.Jcneito E2)rnipstratvvv 

'tSopm 11 Concerts ^Jfrctidsrlato 

s’ss zCrtCdb £ 

del SiG D. Antonio Vivaldi 

A. Souo dura. Station. dal Sds ttcoesa 
daiupuc jC’lwom., Iwipue 'ljptppe, ed atrde il Pine; 

B Seicrphe iL Cucco la 25no, e taste mtesa. 
^ Canla la Jortordla a Vparddme 

I) Zcffvra dates Spnra, mb Contes a. 

S/uortr iBorea improeiso al Suo vunsio ; 

£ £puuipc d Sasborel, per eke Soepeea 

SomeJicra. borasca, a 1 Suo dertmo: 

"P Smplie ado membra- laser il Suo rtparo 
dft tirtwrc de ‘sCampi / e taoni^erl 
£de mas die , e mossom d Shod /udoeo ! 

(j adk die pur !rarppo i -fuel tumor don yen. 

Juonc. e Jkulenunn il del e^prandanaro 

Sronca. d capo alle Spidie e ajp-aru alien 

Descriptive Sonnet to the concerto entitled 

The Summer 
by Don Antonio Vivaldi 

(1st mvt) 
Beneath the harsh season of the blazing sun 
man languishes, the flock languishes, and the pine burns. 
The cuckoo gives voice, and hot on his heels 
sing the turtle dove and the goldfinch. 

A gentle West wind blows, but then 
the North wind makes a sudden move against his neighbour; 
the shepherd boy weeps, because he is worried 
and fears a fierce storm, and his own fate. 

(2nd mvt) 
Weary limbs are robbed of their rest 
by fear of lightning, and fierce thunderclaps, 
and of the wild swarming of midges and flies. 

(3rd mvt) 
Ah, sad to say, his fears are well founded, 
the heavens thunder and flash, and hail 
lays low the ears of grain and the proud wheat. 
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Si/aneiLo ^2)trnos braJAdio 

^JoUilcrlaJo 'tSopna. il Cancer tc 

j:\-rc xjsrirsrsco 

del Sici" D. Antonio Vivaldi 

j\. Celebra. il ydanel czm ball e Canh. 
2W Jblice raccoltc il bel piastre 

B £ del httpurr de HBazzco azz&ezi taut*. 
^ Jutruecorw col Jorutw tilergodertz 

J) CEde cJt oprt tone -bralasov £ balk, e czurft 
sjC^aria. eke -b&m^&rata. dd j^uLcere , 

E la* jJittpxpum ck iztndtzz. tartte e bartb, 
S&'un. /lolcUdnw Jcnvno al bd jjjrd&rc 

JL cauuda&rr nor1 alba a ccicaia. 
Con cor-rvi, JcJdopfi, * czovn* tscono Juor*. 

J' CPuggA! la. beJjuL, e ufeguono kt ■iraccta.i 

0" -fbufottitar, e lacs a al^ran. ruirurre 

H ds^uZda. dujbgpa-, mb. oppresia muon.. 

Descriptive Sonnet to the concerto entitled 

The Autumn 
by Don Antonio Vivaldi 

(1st mvt) 
The village celebrates with dance and song 
its pleasure at the good harvest 
and many, heated by Bacchus’ draught, 
end their pleasure in sleep. 

(2nd mvt) 
The reason why each stops dancing and singing 
is the mild air that gives pleasure, 
and the season that invites so many 
to the fine pleasure of a sweet sleep. 

(3rd mvt) 
The hunters go out at first light hunting 
with horns, muskets and dogs; 
the game flees, and they follow its tracks. 

Already confused, and tired by the great noise 
of the guns and the dogs, wounded it attempts 
to escape though weary, but is beaten down and dies. 

'^don&tbo E2)^mofbrccbul>o 

sjlrpaa. il Concerto 

x’zrar-p-eznaro 

del SiG~ D. Antonio Vivaldi 

algpiocoiato -tramar trd non aCpenti. 
^ all dotterel dpurar d3 orridc HonCo, 

Career leettando i pieda. opm momenta; 

T. S^ossor aLJoco 1 di puictu e consents 
ydoidre la. piojgpto Juar beipna ben cento 

J Ceumisuir doprolJrtmow . c b passo lonto 

(« 3br dnor Ju coderperoone intend; 

H CrrJorU -fcbnaemelcn , coder a terra 
X _2>z nuovo if Jopra V <pioccw e correr-Jbrte 
y Sin. di iljpiacoto -ft rompe, c Ji dtsserra; 

]S£ Sondr used- dalle Jbrraie ports 
Sirocco Horea.e tuttiCVentivri jpuerra. 
C^usot'e'l vemc . ma tal,die.jpopaapforte . 

Descriptive Sonnet to the concerto entitled 

The Winter 
by Don Antonio Vivaldi 

(1st mvt) 
Shivering frozen in icy snow 
in the severe blast of a raw wind, 
running and stamping one’s feet all the time, 
with an excess of cold making one’s teeth chatter. 

(2nd mvt) 
Passing the time quiet and content at the hearth 
while the rain outside drenches scores of people, 

(3rd mvt) 
walking on the ice, and moving slowly and carefully 
for fear of falling. 

Turning sharply, slipping, falling to the ground, 
going out on the ice again and running hard 
till the ice breaks and opens up. 

Hearing how from barred doors come 
the South wind, North wind and all the winds at war; 
this is winter, but oh, what joy it brings. 
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